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Abstract

Prestressed concrete hollow core slabs are commonly used as load-bearing floors and roofs. The upper surface of the hollow core slabs
is usually levelled with a cast-in situ screed or concrete topping. Reducing the thickness of the precast unit and increasing the thickness of
the concrete topping, but maintaining the load-carrying capacity for the whole composite section is technically and economically an
interesting alternative. The expensive screed could be replaced by a cheaper concrete and installations could be embedded in the topping
layer. Proper shear and bond strength at the interface is required for composite action. An experimental and theoretical study on the
effect of structural topping on the shear capacity of hollow core slabs and of the adequacy of the shear or bond strength of the non-trea-
ted interface is presented. It is concluded that concrete topping can be used to improve the shear capacity of hollow core units. For the
test specimens, the theoretical increase was of the order of 35%, which was verified by the tests. The bond strength at the interface is
adequate and the topping interacts with the slab in a proper manner.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. General

Prestressed hollow core slabs are commonly used as
load-bearing floors and roofs. In most cases, the upper sur-
face of the hollow core slabs must be levelled with a cast-
in situ screed. Normally, advantage is not taken of this top-
ping layer as a composite construction because of the
uncertainty concerning the bond strength between the pre-
cast and cast-in situ concrete. Also, the thickness of the
screed layer is often too small to significantly increase the
moment capacity of the structure.

Reducing the thickness of the precast unit from the pres-
ent 27 to 20 cm and increasing simultaneously the thickness
of the topping to 5–8 cm might be an interesting alterna-

tive. The expensive screed could be replaced by a cheaper
concrete and installations could be embedded in the top-
ping layer. The total depth or the self-weight of the con-
struction might be reduced.

Proper shear strength at the interface is required for the
composite action. It is also important that the horizontal
and vertical shear strength of the joint between adjacent
hollow core units is high enough to transmit the forces
due to horizontal diaphragm action and load-sharing of
concentrated loads.

Sometimes, when making the topping of normal con-
crete, some kind of fabric reinforcement in the topping
and special shear reinforcement in the joints are needed.
It would be more rational to use fibre reinforced concrete,
even if it is more expensive.

Therefore, it is important to study what kind of surface
is required for good bond at the interface and whether the
fibre reinforcement in the topping and in the joints can
guarantee the composite action. It is also important to
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study the effects of differential shrinkage and creep for
interacting precast ‘‘high-grade concrete’’ and cast-in situ
‘‘low-grade concrete’’.

1.2. Previous work

Earlier works on prestressed hollow core slabs with con-
crete topping include Scott [1] and Ueda and Stitmannait-
hum [2]. Scott [1] presented a load test of a machine-made
hollow core slab with composite topping and found that
composite action between the precast and cast-in place por-
tions was evident up to ultimate load. The top surface of
the precast slab was a smooth, even, machine cast finish.
There was no reinforcing steel projecting from the precast
slab into the topping concrete. The test further demon-

strated substantial shear strength capabilities for the hol-
low core member when used in conjunction with a 50 mm
concrete topping of modest strength. Ueda and Stitman-
naithum [2] conducted an experimental program to investi-
gate the shear-carrying capacity of precast prestressed
hollow core slabs with concrete topping. The parameters
investigated were prestressing force, thickness of concrete
topping, shear span-to-effective depth ratio, and tensile
reinforcement ratio. They observed in their tests complete
composite action although only rough surface finishing
was provided. Only small slips were measured between
the precast and topping concrete elements, and there was
no evidence that their interface was an initiator of ultimate
failure. For both thick and thin concrete topping, web
shear cracking always took place in the precast element

Nomenclature

a shear span length
A cross-sectional area
AS cross-sectional area of strands
ACI American Concrete Institute
b width
bw thickness of web of hollow core slab
d effective depth of slab
Ec modulus of elasticity of concrete
Ep modulus of elasticity of tendons
fcc compressive strength of concrete
fcs concrete shear strength at interface of hollow

core unit and concrete topping
fct tensile strength of concrete
fp yield or ultimate tensile strength of tendons
F imposed load
FRC fibre reinforced concrete
h depth of slab
I second moment of inertia
K concrete grade
L span length
Mi imposed moment
P prestressing force (acting on the cross-section of

the hollow core slab (HC))
PC plain concrete
s standard deviation
S first moment of area
Stop first moment of area of the concrete topping

cross-section around the centroidal axis of the
total cross-section (HCT)

V shear force
x coordinate

Greek letters

B diameter
gHCT distance between neutral axes of the hollow core

slab (HC) and hollow core slab and concrete
topping (HCT)

r normal stress
rp principal normal stress
s shear stress

Subscripts

adj adjusted
c concrete
cc concrete compression
cs concrete shear
ct concrete tension
cyl cylinder
d design
F attributable to external load F

G attributable to self-weight G

HC attributable to cross-section of hollow core
slab

HCT attributable to cross-section of hollow core
slab and concrete topping (the whole cross-
section)

i imposed
ib interface bond
int interface between hollow core unit and concrete

topping
k characteristic
m mean
max maximum
min minimum
obs observed
p principal
pre predicted
P attributable to external load P

ref reference
top topping
u ultimate
u, i ultimate with respect to the ith failure mode
w web
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